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Concave Pull Handle

Code - E3969




 


 
 





£44.00


 Available in multiple hand finishes, from Solid Brass & Bronze to Nickel and Chrome and in a stunning range of exceptionally high quality finishes. See below for options

 This product is individually bespoke hand made just for you
Please Note: This product is Non Returnable



Size


Small 76mm   
Large 125mm    (+£14.65)








Finish


PBUL - Polished Brass Unlacquered   
AB - Antique Brass    (+30.00%)
AGD - Aged Brass    (+30.00%)
AN - Antique Nickel    (+35.00%)
AUT - Autumn Bronze    (+35.00%)
CP - Chrome Plate    (+25.00%)
DAB - Distressed Antique Brass    (+30.00%)
DAN - Distressed Antique Nickel    (+35.00%)
DBMA - Dark Bronze Metal Antique    (+30.00%)
DORB - Distressed Oil Rubbed Bronze    (+35.00%)
IBMA - Imitation Bronze Metal Antique    (+30.00%)
IBUL - Imitation Bronze Unlacquered    (+30.00%)
LAB - Light Antique Brass    (+30.00%)
MBK - Matte Black Bronze    (+35.00%)
ORB - Oil Rubbed Bronze    (+35.00%)
PN - Polished Nickel    (+25.00%)
PRL - Pearl Nickel    (+25.00%)
SB - Satin Brass   
SBUL - Satin Brass Unlacquered   
SCP - Satin Chrome Plate    (+25.00%)
SMK - Smoked Brass    (+30.00%)
SNP - Satin Nickel Plate    (+25.00%)
ZB - Zero Black    (+35.00%)










Quantity:




    Add to Wish List







 This product is hand finished to order.
Please allow 4-6 Weeks delivery 
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	Technical Information	Product Code	E3969
	Length	of Small 76mm, Large 125mm
	Protrusion	of Small 17mm, Large 17mm
	PDF Tech Sheet	 Download Here
	

Product description

Download the guide to caring for your finishes here



This Concave Pull Handle is made to the very highest of standards and is available in several finishes. The foundry has many years experience in exceptional quality, individual hand made, brass and bronze products. There are many finishes available for this product. 

 

Please see the thumbnail photos below. Click on the photos to enlarge the picture, and choose the finish you would like the product in. 

 

This Pull Handle  comes from a traditional design and yet it's still perfect for our up to date modern lifestyles. It combines looks with functionality. It is strong and sturdy, however, these qualities do not compromise the elegant look of this Pull Handle.

 

This Pull Handle is provided with screws completed in the finish you choose.






Antique Brass (AB)


A final hand-finishing step creates a mellowed aged patina, emulating an aged finish that comes with long use. A hand applied living finish, resulting in every item being unique.
 
 






Aged Brass (AGD)


Uniquely aged by hand to give the appearance of a timeworn product, with warm mellow tones. Being a hand produced living finish, each product has individual character.
 
 









Antique Nickel (AN)


The nickel plating is oxidized and a hand patina developed to give a rich aged effect. Finished with a protective lacquer.
 
 






Autumn Bronze (AUT)


Warmly textured in appearance, this living finish has an array of brown and red undertones and with normal handling will develop over time to reveal the metal below, creating a stunning aged effect.
 
 
 







Chrome Plate (CP)


Solid brass plated in highly polished chrome for a stunning mirror smooth finish suited to more contemporary environments.
 
 






Distressed Antique Brass (DAB)


Our antique brass finish, is skilfully further distressed to give an authentic aged and used appearance. A hand produced finish, giving individual character to each product. 
 
 
 







Distressed Antique Nickel (DAN)


Distressed surface finish that resembled charcoal tones and perfectly complements natural stone textures, like marble. This is a hand produced finish and can vary in appearance over comparable batches. Finished with a protective lacquer.
 
 






Dark Bronze Metal Antique (DBMA)


Solid brass, with a final hand-finishing step adding a stunning dark bronze look. A protective lacquer is applied to complete the process.
 
 
 







Distressed Oil Rubbed Bronze (DORB)


Further age and depth is added to our Oil Rubbed Bronze, creating a stunning distressed and old look and textured patina. This is a hand produced finish, giving individual character to each product.
 
 






Imitation Bronze Metal Antique (IBMA)


A lacquered deep finish, perfectly complementing the more rustic tones of nature and earth inspired palettes. A hand produced finish, which can vary in appearance over comparable batches.
 
 
 







Imitation Bronze Unlacquered (IBUL)


A warm bronze finish applied over solid brass and left unlacquered to allow the natural process of a patina & from natural oxidization. Hand finishing gives an array of deep colours in the finish
 
 






Marbled Brass (MB)


Time-honoured techniques are used to create an unrefined yet enchanting look, the allure of this real and earthy finish is maintained with a protective lacquer and giving individual character to each product.
 
 
 







Matte Black Bronze (MBK)


A matt living finish, applied over brass for an intense rustic black bronze appearance. Finished with an application of beeswax
 
 






Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB)


A wearing effect, starting with a matt black finish and over time wears to give a subtle bronze highlight and authentic patina, which looks like it has taken decades to achieve.
 
 
 







Polished Brass Unlacquered (PBUL)


Solid brass, polished to perfection, supplied unlacquered to allow the aging process to develop a more sombre patina or the finish can be reinvigorated with regular polishing.
 
 






Polished Gunmetal (PG)


A highly polished finish on a sand casting of solid bronze, which is supplied with a clear lacquered coating. Surface blemishes, including small porosity indentations, are part of any sand cast solid bronze product, adding to its unique beauty.
 
 
 







Polished Gunmetal Unlacquered (PGUL)


Highly polished finish on a sand casting of solid bronze, which is supplied unlacquered to allow oxidization ageing to occur. Surface blemishes, including small porosity indentations, are part of any sand cast solid bronze product, adding to its unique beauty.
 
 






Polished Nickel (PN)


Polished solid brass is nickel-plated for a dazzling look, warmer and deeper than a chrome finish and reminiscent of the finest silver.
 
 
 







Pearl Nickel (PRL)


A unique finish with matt nickel plating being applied to a brass base, giving this dull finish a hint of yellow pearls.
 
 






Real Bronze Metal Antique (RBMA)


Highly polished living finish on a sand casting of solid bronze, this is made and finished using traditional methods which gives a beautiful array of colours in the tone and finish of this product. Surface blemishes, including small porosity indentations, are part of any sand cast solid bronze product, adding charm to the final product.
 
 
 







Satin Brass (SB)


The warmth of brass, polished to a smooth satin perfection. Finished with protective lacquer to 'capture the moment'.
 
 






Satin Brass Unlacquered (SBUL)


The warmth of brass polished to a smooth satin perfection, supplied unlacquered to allow the development of a patina from natural oxidization.
 
 
 







Satin Chrome Plate (SCP)


Solid brass is sateen polished and plated in chrome for a uniformed beautiful satin finish.
 
 






Smoked Brass (SMK)


A distinctive smoked living finish, skilfully applied to highly polished solid brass and finally covered in a thin layer of beeswax, further adding to that touch of elegance.
 
 
 







Satin Nickel Plate (SNP)


An elegant, fine silver style, matt finish with a warmer undertone than Chrome.
 
 






Tudor Bronze (TB)


A sand casting of solid bronze, which has been traditionally produced to simulate a manufacturing process of a bygone era. Surface blemishes, including small porosity indentations, are part of any sand cast solid bronze product, adding to its unique beauty.
 
 
 







Zero Black (ZB)


Crafted from premium brass and protected by a lacquered coating, Zero Black is hand-finished and cured in an oven to provide increased durability and preservation. Zero Black is a bold finish with a smooth surface, designed to elevate interiors and add a contemporary twist to even the most traditional products.
 
 







 

 
 
 
 











Product description

This Concave Pull Handle is made to the very highest of standards and is available in several finishes. The foundry has many years experience in exceptional quality, individual hand made, brass and bronze products. There are many finishes available for this product. 

 

Please see the thumbnail photos below. Click on the photos to enlarge the picture, and choose the finish you would like the product in. 

 

This Pull Handle  comes from a traditional design and yet it's still perfect for our up to date modern lifestyles. It combines looks with functionality. It is strong and sturdy, however, these qualities do not compromise the elegant look of this Pull Handle.

 

This Pull Handle is provided with screws completed in the finish you choose.












	Technical Information	Product Code	E3969
	Length	of Small 76mm, Large 125mm
	Protrusion	of Small 17mm, Large 17mm
	PDF Tech Sheet	 Download Here
	

Product description

Download the guide to caring for your finishes here



This Concave Pull Handle is made to the very highest of standards and is available in several finishes. The foundry has many years experience in exceptional quality, individual hand made, brass and bronze products. There are many finishes available for this product. 

 

Please see the thumbnail photos below. Click on the photos to enlarge the picture, and choose the finish you would like the product in. 

 

This Pull Handle  comes from a traditional design and yet it's still perfect for our up to date modern lifestyles. It combines looks with functionality. It is strong and sturdy, however, these qualities do not compromise the elegant look of this Pull Handle.

 

This Pull Handle is provided with screws completed in the finish you choose.






Antique Brass (AB)


A final hand-finishing step creates a mellowed aged patina, emulating an aged finish that comes with long use. A hand applied living finish, resulting in every item being unique.
 
 






Aged Brass (AGD)


Uniquely aged by hand to give the appearance of a timeworn product, with warm mellow tones. Being a hand produced living finish, each product has individual character.
 
 









Antique Nickel (AN)


The nickel plating is oxidized and a hand patina developed to give a rich aged effect. Finished with a protective lacquer.
 
 






Autumn Bronze (AUT)


Warmly textured in appearance, this living finish has an array of brown and red undertones and with normal handling will develop over time to reveal the metal below, creating a stunning aged effect.
 
 
 







Chrome Plate (CP)


Solid brass plated in highly polished chrome for a stunning mirror smooth finish suited to more contemporary environments.
 
 






Distressed Antique Brass (DAB)


Our antique brass finish, is skilfully further distressed to give an authentic aged and used appearance. A hand produced finish, giving individual character to each product. 
 
 
 







Distressed Antique Nickel (DAN)


Distressed surface finish that resembled charcoal tones and perfectly complements natural stone textures, like marble. This is a hand produced finish and can vary in appearance over comparable batches. Finished with a protective lacquer.
 
 






Dark Bronze Metal Antique (DBMA)


Solid brass, with a final hand-finishing step adding a stunning dark bronze look. A protective lacquer is applied to complete the process.
 
 
 







Distressed Oil Rubbed Bronze (DORB)


Further age and depth is added to our Oil Rubbed Bronze, creating a stunning distressed and old look and textured patina. This is a hand produced finish, giving individual character to each product.
 
 






Imitation Bronze Metal Antique (IBMA)


A lacquered deep finish, perfectly complementing the more rustic tones of nature and earth inspired palettes. A hand produced finish, which can vary in appearance over comparable batches.
 
 
 







Imitation Bronze Unlacquered (IBUL)


A warm bronze finish applied over solid brass and left unlacquered to allow the natural process of a patina & from natural oxidization. Hand finishing gives an array of deep colours in the finish
 
 






Marbled Brass (MB)


Time-honoured techniques are used to create an unrefined yet enchanting look, the allure of this real and earthy finish is maintained with a protective lacquer and giving individual character to each product.
 
 
 







Matte Black Bronze (MBK)


A matt living finish, applied over brass for an intense rustic black bronze appearance. Finished with an application of beeswax
 
 






Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB)


A wearing effect, starting with a matt black finish and over time wears to give a subtle bronze highlight and authentic patina, which looks like it has taken decades to achieve.
 
 
 







Polished Brass Unlacquered (PBUL)


Solid brass, polished to perfection, supplied unlacquered to allow the aging process to develop a more sombre patina or the finish can be reinvigorated with regular polishing.
 
 






Polished Gunmetal (PG)


A highly polished finish on a sand casting of solid bronze, which is supplied with a clear lacquered coating. Surface blemishes, including small porosity indentations, are part of any sand cast solid bronze product, adding to its unique beauty.
 
 
 







Polished Gunmetal Unlacquered (PGUL)


Highly polished finish on a sand casting of solid bronze, which is supplied unlacquered to allow oxidization ageing to occur. Surface blemishes, including small porosity indentations, are part of any sand cast solid bronze product, adding to its unique beauty.
 
 






Polished Nickel (PN)


Polished solid brass is nickel-plated for a dazzling look, warmer and deeper than a chrome finish and reminiscent of the finest silver.
 
 
 







Pearl Nickel (PRL)


A unique finish with matt nickel plating being applied to a brass base, giving this dull finish a hint of yellow pearls.
 
 






Real Bronze Metal Antique (RBMA)


Highly polished living finish on a sand casting of solid bronze, this is made and finished using traditional methods which gives a beautiful array of colours in the tone and finish of this product. Surface blemishes, including small porosity indentations, are part of any sand cast solid bronze product, adding charm to the final product.
 
 
 







Satin Brass (SB)


The warmth of brass, polished to a smooth satin perfection. Finished with protective lacquer to 'capture the moment'.
 
 






Satin Brass Unlacquered (SBUL)


The warmth of brass polished to a smooth satin perfection, supplied unlacquered to allow the development of a patina from natural oxidization.
 
 
 







Satin Chrome Plate (SCP)


Solid brass is sateen polished and plated in chrome for a uniformed beautiful satin finish.
 
 






Smoked Brass (SMK)


A distinctive smoked living finish, skilfully applied to highly polished solid brass and finally covered in a thin layer of beeswax, further adding to that touch of elegance.
 
 
 







Satin Nickel Plate (SNP)


An elegant, fine silver style, matt finish with a warmer undertone than Chrome.
 
 






Tudor Bronze (TB)


A sand casting of solid bronze, which has been traditionally produced to simulate a manufacturing process of a bygone era. Surface blemishes, including small porosity indentations, are part of any sand cast solid bronze product, adding to its unique beauty.
 
 
 







Zero Black (ZB)


Crafted from premium brass and protected by a lacquered coating, Zero Black is hand-finished and cured in an oven to provide increased durability and preservation. Zero Black is a bold finish with a smooth surface, designed to elevate interiors and add a contemporary twist to even the most traditional products.
 
 







 

 
 
 
 

















Delivery and Returns



Our Return Address


Cast in Style� Co Ltd

The Granary, Long Lane

Kilsall (Nr Cosford)

Shifnal

Shropshire

TF11 8PL

United Kingdom


  0800 009 6233 

  support@castinstyle.co.uk




How we can help

  Contact Us!

  Delivery
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  Terms And Conditions

  Security




About us

  Our story

  Showroom

  How to guides

  how we cast iron















 



 








Products You've Recently Viewed

Click here to see Products You Have Viewed





Other Products You'll Love


 





Plain Pull Handle

£36.17 

Buy





 

 




 
Plain Pull Handle





£36.17 

Add to Bag




AVAILABLE IN
CHROME, BRASS
NICKEL & MORE







 












Customers who bought this also bought


 





Drawer Pull Handle

£26.84 

Buy





 

 




 
Drawer Pull Handle





£26.84 

Add to Bag




AVAILABLE IN
CHROME, BRASS
NICKEL & MORE







 





 





Croft 1750 Mayfair Door Knocker

£107.59 

Buy





 

 




 
Croft 1750 Mayfair Door Knocker





FREE DELIVERY


£107.59 

Add to Bag




AVAILABLE IN
CHROME, BRASS
NICKEL & MORE







 





 





7 Lath Victorian Kitchen Maid® Pulley Clothes Airer

£99.00 

Buy





 

 




 
7 Lath Victorian Kitchen Maid® Pulley Clothes Airer





£99.00 

Add to Bag










 





 





Plain Door Knob

£107.54 

Buy





 

 




 
Plain Door Knob





FREE DELIVERY


£107.54 

Add to Bag




AVAILABLE IN
CHROME, BRASS
NICKEL & MORE







 





 





Nickel Lincoln Finger Plate

£44.00 

Buy





 

 




 
Nickel Lincoln Finger Plate





£44.00 

Add to Bag










 





 





Universal Bolt - Satin Marine Stainless Steel

£43.80 

Buy





 

 




 
Universal Bolt - Satin Marine Stainless Steel





£43.80 

Add to Bag










 














  Product Description

  Product Description
 





Product description
 
This Concave Pull Handle is made to the very highest of standards and is available in several finishes. The foundry has many years experience in exceptional quality, individual hand made, brass and bronze products. There are many finishes available for this product. 

 

Please see the thumbnail photos below. Click on the photos to enlarge the picture, and choose the finish you would like the product in. 

 

This Pull Handle  comes from a traditional design and yet it's still perfect for our up to date modern lifestyles. It combines looks with functionality. It is strong and sturdy, however, these qualities do not compromise the elegant look of this Pull Handle.

 

This Pull Handle is provided with screws completed in the finish you choose.













  Technical Info

  Technical Info
 



	Technical Information	Product Code	E3969
	Length	of Small 76mm, Large 125mm
	Protrusion	of Small 17mm, Large 17mm
	PDF Tech Sheet	 Download Here
	

Product description

Download the guide to caring for your finishes here



This Concave Pull Handle is made to the very highest of standards and is available in several finishes. The foundry has many years experience in exceptional quality, individual hand made, brass and bronze products. There are many finishes available for this product. 

 

Please see the thumbnail photos below. Click on the photos to enlarge the picture, and choose the finish you would like the product in. 

 

This Pull Handle  comes from a traditional design and yet it's still perfect for our up to date modern lifestyles. It combines looks with functionality. It is strong and sturdy, however, these qualities do not compromise the elegant look of this Pull Handle.

 

This Pull Handle is provided with screws completed in the finish you choose.






Antique Brass (AB)


A final hand-finishing step creates a mellowed aged patina, emulating an aged finish that comes with long use. A hand applied living finish, resulting in every item being unique.
 
 






Aged Brass (AGD)


Uniquely aged by hand to give the appearance of a timeworn product, with warm mellow tones. Being a hand produced living finish, each product has individual character.
 
 









Antique Nickel (AN)


The nickel plating is oxidized and a hand patina developed to give a rich aged effect. Finished with a protective lacquer.
 
 






Autumn Bronze (AUT)


Warmly textured in appearance, this living finish has an array of brown and red undertones and with normal handling will develop over time to reveal the metal below, creating a stunning aged effect.
 
 
 







Chrome Plate (CP)


Solid brass plated in highly polished chrome for a stunning mirror smooth finish suited to more contemporary environments.
 
 






Distressed Antique Brass (DAB)


Our antique brass finish, is skilfully further distressed to give an authentic aged and used appearance. A hand produced finish, giving individual character to each product. 
 
 
 







Distressed Antique Nickel (DAN)


Distressed surface finish that resembled charcoal tones and perfectly complements natural stone textures, like marble. This is a hand produced finish and can vary in appearance over comparable batches. Finished with a protective lacquer.
 
 






Dark Bronze Metal Antique (DBMA)


Solid brass, with a final hand-finishing step adding a stunning dark bronze look. A protective lacquer is applied to complete the process.
 
 
 







Distressed Oil Rubbed Bronze (DORB)


Further age and depth is added to our Oil Rubbed Bronze, creating a stunning distressed and old look and textured patina. This is a hand produced finish, giving individual character to each product.
 
 






Imitation Bronze Metal Antique (IBMA)


A lacquered deep finish, perfectly complementing the more rustic tones of nature and earth inspired palettes. A hand produced finish, which can vary in appearance over comparable batches.
 
 
 







Imitation Bronze Unlacquered (IBUL)


A warm bronze finish applied over solid brass and left unlacquered to allow the natural process of a patina & from natural oxidization. Hand finishing gives an array of deep colours in the finish
 
 






Marbled Brass (MB)


Time-honoured techniques are used to create an unrefined yet enchanting look, the allure of this real and earthy finish is maintained with a protective lacquer and giving individual character to each product.
 
 
 







Matte Black Bronze (MBK)


A matt living finish, applied over brass for an intense rustic black bronze appearance. Finished with an application of beeswax
 
 






Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB)


A wearing effect, starting with a matt black finish and over time wears to give a subtle bronze highlight and authentic patina, which looks like it has taken decades to achieve.
 
 
 







Polished Brass Unlacquered (PBUL)


Solid brass, polished to perfection, supplied unlacquered to allow the aging process to develop a more sombre patina or the finish can be reinvigorated with regular polishing.
 
 






Polished Gunmetal (PG)


A highly polished finish on a sand casting of solid bronze, which is supplied with a clear lacquered coating. Surface blemishes, including small porosity indentations, are part of any sand cast solid bronze product, adding to its unique beauty.
 
 
 







Polished Gunmetal Unlacquered (PGUL)


Highly polished finish on a sand casting of solid bronze, which is supplied unlacquered to allow oxidization ageing to occur. Surface blemishes, including small porosity indentations, are part of any sand cast solid bronze product, adding to its unique beauty.
 
 






Polished Nickel (PN)


Polished solid brass is nickel-plated for a dazzling look, warmer and deeper than a chrome finish and reminiscent of the finest silver.
 
 
 







Pearl Nickel (PRL)


A unique finish with matt nickel plating being applied to a brass base, giving this dull finish a hint of yellow pearls.
 
 






Real Bronze Metal Antique (RBMA)


Highly polished living finish on a sand casting of solid bronze, this is made and finished using traditional methods which gives a beautiful array of colours in the tone and finish of this product. Surface blemishes, including small porosity indentations, are part of any sand cast solid bronze product, adding charm to the final product.
 
 
 







Satin Brass (SB)


The warmth of brass, polished to a smooth satin perfection. Finished with protective lacquer to 'capture the moment'.
 
 






Satin Brass Unlacquered (SBUL)


The warmth of brass polished to a smooth satin perfection, supplied unlacquered to allow the development of a patina from natural oxidization.
 
 
 







Satin Chrome Plate (SCP)


Solid brass is sateen polished and plated in chrome for a uniformed beautiful satin finish.
 
 






Smoked Brass (SMK)


A distinctive smoked living finish, skilfully applied to highly polished solid brass and finally covered in a thin layer of beeswax, further adding to that touch of elegance.
 
 
 







Satin Nickel Plate (SNP)


An elegant, fine silver style, matt finish with a warmer undertone than Chrome.
 
 






Tudor Bronze (TB)


A sand casting of solid bronze, which has been traditionally produced to simulate a manufacturing process of a bygone era. Surface blemishes, including small porosity indentations, are part of any sand cast solid bronze product, adding to its unique beauty.
 
 
 







Zero Black (ZB)


Crafted from premium brass and protected by a lacquered coating, Zero Black is hand-finished and cured in an oven to provide increased durability and preservation. Zero Black is a bold finish with a smooth surface, designed to elevate interiors and add a contemporary twist to even the most traditional products.
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Products You've Recently Viewed

Click here to see Products You Have Viewed
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Plain Pull Handle Video
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 More finishes available   +



Plain Pull Handle

£36.17 

4-6 Weeks Delivery

Add to Bag








CODE: E3971
Technical Info 


Technical Information

	Product Code
	E3971 - Plain Pull Handle
	Length	of Small 152mm, Large 190mm
	Width	of Back Plate - Small 23mm, Large 25mm
	Protrusion	of Small 30mm, Large 36mm
	PDF Tech Sheet	 Download Small PDF Tech Sheet Here
 Download Large PDF Tech Sheet Here



 








 







 
Plain Pull Handle 




£36.17 

4-6 Weeks Delivery

Add to Bag





 More finishes available   +







 












  Customers also bought these

  Customers also bought these
 


Customers also bought these










 More finishes available   +



Drawer Pull Handle

£26.84 

4-6 Weeks Delivery

Add to Bag








CODE: E3945
Technical Info 


Technical Information

	Product Code
	E3945 - Drawer Pull Handle
	Length	76mm
	Width	24mm
	Protrusion	17mm
	PDF Tech Sheet	 Download Here



 








 







 
Drawer Pull Handle 




£26.84 

4-6 Weeks Delivery

Add to Bag





 More finishes available   +
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Croft 1750 Mayfair Door Knocker Video
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 More finishes available   +



Croft 1750 Mayfair Door Knocker

FREE DELIVERY


£107.59 

4-6 Weeks Delivery

Add to Bag









CODE: C1953
Technical Info 


Technical Information

	Product Code
	C1953 - Croft 1750 Mayfair Door Knocker
	Length	of Overall 167mm (6.5") - of Tapper 141mm
	Width	40mm (1.5")
	Fixing Centres	128mm (5")
	PDF Tech Sheet	 Download Here



 








 







 
Croft 1750 Mayfair Door Knocker 




FREE DELIVERY


£107.59 

4-6 Weeks Delivery

Add to Bag





 More finishes available   +
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7 Lath Victorian Kitchen Maid® Pulley Clothes Airer Video
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7 Lath Victorian Kitchen Maid® Pulley Clothes Airer


       


£99.00 


Stocked

Add to Bag









CODE: A3415
Technical Info 


Technical Information

	Product Code
	A3415 - 7 Lath Victorian Kitchen Maid® Pulley Clothes Airer
	Width	79cm
	Ceiling Clearance	when fully hoisted from the ceiling to the bottom of the airer - 33cm



 







 







 
7 Lath Victorian Kitchen Maid® Pulley Clothes Airer 




£99.00 



       


Stocked

Add to Bag
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Plain Door Knob Video
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 More finishes available   +



Plain Door Knob

FREE DELIVERY


£107.54 

4-6 Weeks Delivery

Add to Bag








CODE: D2901
Technical Info 


Technical Information

	Product Code
	D2901 - Plain Door Knob
	Diameter	Rose 50mm - Knob 47mm
	Protrusion	44mm
	PDF Tech Sheet	 Download Here



 








 







 
Plain Door Knob 




FREE DELIVERY


£107.54 

4-6 Weeks Delivery

Add to Bag





 More finishes available   +







 












Nickel Lincoln Finger Plate

£44.00 

4-7 Days Delivery

Add to Bag








CODE: D2389
Technical Info 


Technical Information

	Product Code
	D2389 - Nickel Lincoln Finger Plate
	Length	290mm
	Width	80mm



 







 







 
Nickel Lincoln Finger Plate 




£44.00 

4-7 Days Delivery

Add to Bag









 












Universal Bolt - Satin Marine Stainless Steel

£43.80 

4-7 Days Delivery

Add to Bag









CODE: K6569
Technical Info 


Technical Information

	Product Code
	K6569 - Universal Bolt - Satin Marine Stainless Steel
	Length	of Plate, Small 100mm (4") - Large 150mm (6")
	Width	of Plate, Small 25mm (1") - Large 40mm (1.5")
	Depth	of Fixing Plate, Small 3mm - Large 4mm
	Notes	Throw, Small 15mm - Large 20mm
Suitable for internal and external use, INCLUDING coastal areas



 







 







 
Universal Bolt - Satin Marine Stainless Steel 




£43.80 

4-7 Days Delivery

Add to Bag
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Join our newsletter for offers, news and more




Email address:



SIGN UP
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Our Address


Cast in Style� Co Ltd

The Granary, Long Lane

Kilsall (Nr Cosford)

Shifnal

Shropshire

TF11 8PL

United Kingdom


  0800 009 6233 

  support@castinstyle.co.uk




How we can help

  Contact Us!

  How to Order

  Delivery Options Help

  Returns Form

  Returns Policy

  How to guides

  Gallery

  More Help
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  Our Story

  customer reviews


  how we cast iron

  Clothes airer FAQs


  How to install a Kitchen Maid Pulley Clothes Airer
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